
General terms
 The company SADE BUSINESS LP, Registration number LP2122, Legal Address: office 29, 
Clifton House, Fitzwilliam Street Lower, Dublin 2, Republic of Ireland, Leadrock Network 
(hereinafter leadrock.com) operates and owns affiliate network on the domain : http://leadrock.com 
Members of the affiliate network are : Webmasters, Advertisers, leadrock.com You can become a 
participant of leadrock.com via registration on : http://leadrock.com The administration reserves the
right to refuse a webmaster to participate in the affiliate program without explanation

 Requirements to Webmaster 
The webmaster shall ensure that it has the necessary rights to conduct marketing activities on its 
alleged advertising platforms. He assumes any legal and financial responsibility for what is 
happening in its advertising platforms The affiliate agrees not to take any action affecting the work 
of the partner network leadrock.com Under such actions technically refers to attempts to influence 
the health of servers affiliate network, attempts to break the protection mechanisms, use viruses, 
Trojans, other malware for any purpose. Use brute force attacks, DoS(DdoS) attacks, spam, links 
and any other process which may be detrimental to the affiliate network The publisher may have 
only one account. The account is created one by one natural person or one on one legal entity. If a 
natural person, performs duties in the state for a legal entity that has an account in affiliate networks
leadrock, he is prevented by these rules to create a personal account individuals to perform their 
duties for this legal entity The webmaster shall promptly respond to requests and appeals of the 
Administration leadrock.com including to eliminate the causes of complaints from advertisers about
the content and quality of advertising materials, as well as sources and methods of placement of 
advertising materials. If within 12 hours of the request and appeals of the Administration not 
received a reply, the Administration may apply sanctions to the webmaster If you have any 
questions on the use of the affiliate program leadrock.com webmasters can contact the customer 
support leadrock.com for Webmasters The webmaster is obliged to strictly abide by these rules 
Requirements traffic sources To get started on attracting visitors to offers must be registered in the 
program one or more sources Traffic sources in leadrock.com can be Own sites Webmasters 
Content Sites System teaser ads System banner ads System for buying and selling traffic Social 
network Doorway traffic E-mail traffic All other sources after prior agreement with the 
Administration leadrock.com Own sites Webmasters should to meet the following conditions : The 
age of the site should be at least 2 weeks The site should not violate the laws of European Union, 
and countries in traffic and offer which you are working The website must be hosted on a paid 
hosting (exception can be made for prelandings and separate landing pages) Not allowed to work in 
the system sites with cheating visits Do not use as sources of personal pages Each source before 
using in the program is checked by the Administration leadrock.com Administration leadrock.com 
reserves the right to refuse from participation in the program any source without explanation 
Limitations in working with leadrock.com To work on leadrock.com the Webmaster is prohibited : 
Use not approved and prohibited by Administration sources Use sources that violate the legislation 
of the European Union, and countries in traffic and offer which you are working Use sources of 
intolerance by race and gender Use sources which contain malicious code To cheat the system in 
any way, including: to achieve objectives independently used to achieve objectives other users as a 
result of a request, reward, deception or misrepresentation obscure, or alter any referer to Change 
the IP address within the same subnet, or using proxy servers and anonymizers use not authorized 
by the offer and indicated in its description of the sources unsolicited (spam) to attract users or other
webmasters use to attract traffic knowingly false facts about the offer Initiate automatic actions of 
users using scripts, bots, or any other means Use any traffic of active advertising systems (seosprint,
wmmail, etc.) Do not use promotional materials including brand, one advertiser to promote the site 
of another advertiser It is forbidden to use any technology or types of cookie stuffing (cookie 
dropping). It is forbidden to use scripts that adding cookies to the sites that the User visited and 
viewed. It is forbidden to change, substitute, grind the cookies of the User to others who do not 
belong to the sites that you have seen Ignore the requests of the Administration to provide data 
about traffic sources or any other information relating to the activities of the Webmaster in 



leadrock.com Enter the Administration misled in any way The order imposing sanctions to the 
webmaster f the Affiliate violates the rules of work with the system, the Administration reserves the 
right to apply sanctions Sanctions can be of the form: The suspension of payments on account, 
pending a decision on the degree of violation of the Webmaster Temporary blocking of the account, 
pending a decision on the degree of violation of the Webmaster Indefinite lock Webmaster account, 
blocking all earned funds in favor of the advertiser on whose offer had violated the rules Making 
the decision on the degree of the offense Webmasters individually, but not more than within 3 
working days of the date the sanction is in force The settlements with the Publishers Payments to 
affiliates are made on account online wallets, which numbers are indicated in the profile. Payments 
are made twice-a-week: Monday and Friday Each offer has Hold value equal to the number of days 
given to the system and the advertiser to check the action. At the end of the Hold if the action is not 
canceled by the system or by the advertiser, the remuneration becomes available for withdrawal. 
The account of the webmaster consists of two fields : Balance and Available. On Balance there is 
potentially earned money on the action before the expiry of Hold. In 'Available' funds are available 
for withdrawal The rules of payment Payments are made twice-a-week: Monday and Friday All 
payments are made centrally and simultaneously to all webmasters without the ability to make 
individual payments before To get paid, and must be booked through your personal account. Order 
to output only the amount held in the Available Minimum amount to be paid – $ 30. Wire Transfer - 
from 1000$ The administration reserves the right at any time and without notice change these rules 
Privacy policy Privacy policy and disclosure of personal information This privacy policy is 
provided leadrock.com to ensure the privacy of the participants of the affiliate program. Please 
carefully read the information below to prevent any misunderstanding regarding your personal 
information. That provides this privacy policy This privacy policy provides our treatment of 
personal information coming to us through the website, which belongs to us and which we manage. 
This privacy policy does not apply to the practices of companies that are not under our direct 
supervision, and persons who are not our employees, including persons who provide content of 
third parties, as well as any kind of third party websites that may link to our website. Obtaining and 
use of personal information We need some personal information when you purchase products, when
you register affiliate account to receive subscription emails with news, or to use some of the 
services we deliver. If or when this is necessary, this information may include your contact 
information and /or contact information of your company. We will use this information to answer 
your questions, provide you with our products and services to create an affiliate account and inform 
you about new products and services. Turning to our services and voluntarily providing us with the 
necessary personal information, you consent to the collection and use of information in accordance 
with this privacy policy. The receipt and use of non-personal information We automatically receive 
and record certain information that is not personally identifiable, in the records of the registration of
our server, which is transmitted by your browser and include your IP address, information about 
Cookies and the page you request. We may use this information in order to adapt to the 
requirements of the user content you see and to fulfill your requests for certain products and 
services. Despite this, we do not establish relationships between information, non-personal, and any
personal data from you. Cookies have nothing to do with personal information. We accept no 
responsibility or liability for their use. Sharing and dissemination of information We will not 
provide your personal information to third parties. The use of personal data of users is only 
possible, if necessary, to inform, to respond to the request, to provide our services, to inform about 
new products. Also, these users are used to disburse funds earned through our affiliate program. 
Agreement If you disagree with the receipt and use of your personal information as outlined in this 
policy, you may not provide us with any personal information. If you have provided personal 
information to us, but no longer consent to its use, please inform us using the feedback (tickets). 
Security Unfortunately, it is impossible to guarantee 100% protection of data transmission through 
the Internet. However, the information that is stored by us is protected to ensure privacy and 
security. Some parts of our websites we use standard SSL encryption to protect data transmissions. 
We also protect your personal information from unauthorized access, through access control 



technologies, network firewalls (firewalls). Changes to this privacy policy We have the right from 
time to time to amend this policy without notice unilaterally at any time. Please periodically review 
this privacy policy. The fact that you continue to use our site after the changes, shows that you agree
with the changes and new policies. Questions and suggestions If you have any questions or 
suggestions about this privacy policy or your personal information, please write to our support team
Referral program Receiving a % from referrals is possible only in certain cases after discussing with
personal manager or in tickets Duplicating accounts using identical referral link is strongly 
prohibited. Creating multiple accounts using your own referral link is strongly prohibited. Rules 
violation will cause to immediate account ban including all referrals engaged.


